
SIMULACRA

**About Simulacra**

Simulacra is a narrative thriller in which players experience an exciting story about the

disappearance of a young woman named Anna. The player has only the smartphone of the

disappeared woman available for the investigation of the case.

In Simulacra, you want to expose the disappearance of a young woman named Anna. It all starts

when you find Anna's smartphone and see a desperate cry for help from the young woman in form

of a video message. To expose the disappearance of Anna, you only have her smartphone

available. You'll have to search all apps, emails, messages and photos to reveal the secret of Anna

and her friends. A special feature is that all the characters in the game were played by real actors.

The game has thus fully dedicated to a realistic representation of the event. In the long and

detailed story of the game, there are also five possible ends, depending on what discoveries you

make.

**Simulacra - Features:**

- Experience an exciting thriller story: Simulacra is a unique thriller experience for your smartphone

or tablet. It all starts when you find the smartphone of a young woman named Anna. On this

smartphone you discover a video message in which the young woman pleads desperately for help.

When questioning their friends, you find out that they also do not know where Anna can be. You

search the smartphone and notice that the smartphone is behaving increasingly strangely. To

uncover the disappearance of Anna, you need to search the various apps, the gallery and all

messages on the smartphone and collect information.

- Unique gameplay: Simulacra has a very special and unique gameplay as the game uses the

interface of a smartphone. The game attaches great importance to realism: On the one hand,

Anna’s smartphone has all the apps that can also be found on a real mobile device. On Anna's

smartphone, you can also use messages, photos, dating and social media apps. On the other

hand, all characters were played by real actors.

Conclusion: Simulacra is a unique thriller experience for smartphones and tablets that will surely

fascinate you


